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Sen. Villar voices support for AFCs at Luzon-wide congress
Senator Cynthia Villar expressed
strong support to the cause of the
Agricultural and Fishery Councils
(AFCs) as AFC members from Luzon
convened on September 16 and 17, 2015
to tackle possible solutions for some
of the pressing concerns that affect the
agriculture and fisheries sector.
Sen. Villar, currently the chairperson
of the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Food, reiterated that the farmers,
fisherfolk and other stakeholders have
her full support in dealing with the
changes and challenges confronting them
and the industry.

With the theme “AFCs: Sumasabay
sa Hamon ng Makabagong Panahon”,
the Luzon-wide AFC Congress
commemorated the efforts of the AFCs
to cope with the dynamic and evolving
sectors of agriculture and fisheries
through the years.
Held through the collaboration of
the Department of Agriculture-Regional
Field Office of Region 1 (DA-RFO1),
the Philippine Council for Agriculture
and Fisheries (PCAF) and the Regional
Agricultural and Fishery Council headed
by Chairperson Vincent Adorna, the
congress also highlighted the AFCs’

Sen. Villar keynotes the Luzon-wide AFC Congress held at the One Vittoria Hotel,
Bantay, Ilocos Sur. (Photo courtesy of DA-RFO 1)

contributions as DA’s integral partners in
the development of sound and responsive
agri-fishery policies and in ensuring
the effective implementation of local
programs and projects.
In her keynote speech, Sen. Villar
encouraged AFC leaders to continue
to be resilient and steadfast in their
commitment to the development of the
agriculture and fisheries sector in the
country despite the challenges they face.
She also briefly discussed some
priority legislation related to the
sector which she passed and cosponsored, namely, the Sugar Industry
Development Act, Amended Fisheries
Code, Agricultural Competitiveness
Enhancement Fund, Farm Tourism Bill,
Philippine Halal Export Development
and Promotion Act of 2015, among
others.
PCAF Executive Director Ariel
Cayanan also graced the event and
underscored the contributions of the
AFCs in policy-making for agriculture
and fisheries in the countryside which
include Sustainable Corn Production in
Sloping Areas and implementation of
stricter regulations for meat importation,
among others.
He also assured the AFC members
that PCAF will continue strengthening
its support mechanisms including the
provision of quality, timely and costeffective capability development activities
turn to page 2

ASEAN ministers renew cooperation on agri, forestry
Agriculture and forestry leaders
from the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and some of their
Asian partners have renewed cooperation
for a competitive, inclusive, resilient and
sustainable food, agriculture and forestry
sectors at the 37th Meeting of the ASEAN
Ministers on Agriculture and Forestry
(37th AMAF) and Related Meetings.
Held last September 7-12, 2015 in
Makati City, the said AMAF meetings
were organized by the DA as the lead
agency, in collaboration with the
Department of Foreign Affairs and the

Department of Environment and Natural
Resources.
DA’s attached agencies and bureaus
actively took part in ensuring the success
of the meetings including PCAF which
served as the local secretariat.
The 37th AMAF is one of the most
important gatherings of agriculture and
forestry leaders from ASEAN countries.
The said meeting, as well as the 15th
Meeting of the AMAF Plus Three
(Japan, China and Republic of Korea),
tackled cooperation on issues related to
food security, transboundary pest and

animal diseases, forestry, climate change,
biomass energy, and capacity-building.
The 37th AMAF endorsed the
Vision and Strategic Plan for ASEAN
Cooperation in Food, Agriculture
and Forestry 2016-2025 to chart out
directions for ASEAN cooperation in
these areas in supporting the realization
of the ASEAN Community Vision 2025.
DA Secretary Proceso J. Alcala,
who chaired the 37th AMAF meeting,
said that the government has worked on
turn to page 6

Sen. Villar ...
from page 1

Members of the AFCs from the Cordillera Administrative Region and Regions 1, 2, 3,
4A, 4B and 5, together with representatives from DA-RFO 1 and PCAF’s Partnership
Development Division, convene at the Luzon-wide AFC Congress. (Photo courtesy of
DA-RFO 1)

and of technical leadership and guidance
and administrative support to ensure the
conduct of the AFCs’ regular meetings
and activities.
PCAF Committee on Climate
Change Vice Chairperson Hazel
Tanchuling and DA-RFO 1 Regional
Technical Director for Operations Dr. Paz

Mones also talked about climate change
and the Philippine Rural Development
Project, respectively. Regional Fisheries
Office Director Nestor Domenden
also discussed the priority thrusts of
the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources for 2015-2016 and the agency’s
existing interventions.

By the end of the congress, AFC
chairpersons from the participating
regions endorsed resolutions to address
issues in their respective localities.
Among the issues tackled are
on the practice of vermi composting
and implementation of Solid Waste
Management Program in Region 1,
allowing Ivatan fishers to use small
commercial fishing vessel to fish within
the 2-kilometer radius in Batanes and
provision of green super rice in Region
3 for farmers to be able to adapt to the
effects of climate change.
RAFC 4A called for the creation
of a Climate Change Committee in
all levels of AFCs in the region while
Occidental Mindoro PAFC requested for
the extension of the country’s quantitative
restriction on rice. Likewise, the Sorsogon
PAFC urged the DA to strengthen bottomup budgeting process through the AFCs.
A resolution requesting for the total
ban on the usage and sale of chemicals
with glyphosate component was also
endorsed, as well as the provision of fuel
subsidy for standing crops that will be
affected by El Niño.

AFC leaders complete training course on social mobilization
“Social mobilization is an essential
key of community development and
people empowerment,” PCAF Executive
Director Ariel Cayanan emphasized
as he closed the series of Trainings on
the Basics of Social Mobilization cum
Orientation for AFC leaders.
Participated by a total of 103 AFC
leaders from the 16 regions, the training
series was conducted in Cagayan de Oro
City for the Mindanao cluster last June
8-12; Dauis, Bohol for the Visayas cluster
last June 16-20; Batangas City for the
Luzon B cluster last June 29-July 3; and,
Baguio City for the Luzon A cluster last
July 7-11.
The trainings aimed to enable AFC
leaders and members to recognize the
importance of social mobilization in
building stronger and more sustainable
AFCs and to mobilize support from key
stakeholders.
In her opening message in Cagayan
de Oro City, PCAF Deputy Executive
Director Florabelle Uy-Yap explained
that “the training is designed especially
to revitalize, nurture and maximize
the community of AFCs nationwide,
particularly your commitment
towards development and the spirit of
volunteerism that you imbibe.”
Meanwhile, Exec. Dir. Cayanan, told
the participants in his closing message
that he is “deeply glad that this training
has truly re-energized your dedication
and fervor to be of service to your fellow
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Through the Training Course on Social Mobilization, PCAF seeks to enhance the
commitment of AFC volunteer-leaders, build their team spirit and increase their
appreciation for social mobilization, networking and alliance-building.

farmers and fishers who are, sadly,
considered the poorest sectors in our
society today.”
The trainings focused on the
following approaches: Promoting Choice
and Voice; Discovering Champions;
Building High Performing AFC Teams;
Making Change Happen; Building Social
Capital; and, Leveraging for Success.
The participants were also oriented
on the AFC Volunteer’s Manual to
enable them to perform their tasks
and responsibilities affiliated to their
positions as volunteers and carry
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out their functions competently. A
commitment-setting activity for the AFC
leaders was also conducted.
Facilitators during the series of
trainings were the PCAF SocMob Core
Team who attended the Customized
Training on Strengthening the Capability
of the then National Agricultural and
Fishery Council (NAFC) and its AFC to
Effectively Conduct Social Mobilization
in 2003 through the assistance of
the Philippine-Australia Short-Term
Training Facility.
###

PCAF, BPI unveil 2KR-funded upgraded pesticide residue laboratories

DA Assistant Secretary for Regulation and BPI OIC Director Paz Benavidez II (third from left) and Japan’s First Secretary,
Agriculture Kenji Terada (second from left) unveil the marker of the 2KR-assisted project titled “Upgrading of Pesticide Residue
Laboratories” as assisted by PCAF Exec. Dir. Ariel Cayanan and DA Records Division Chief Dennis Arpia.

In a short program, the Japan 2KRassisted project entitled “Upgrading of
Pesticide Residue Laboratories” that
covers facilities in Quezon City and
Davao was launched on July 30 at the
National Pesticide Analytical Laboratory
(NPAL)-Bureau of Plant Industry (BPI)
in Diliman, Quezon City.
In her opening message, DA
Assistant Secretary for Regulation and
BPI Officer-in-Charge (OIC) Director
Paz Benavidez II shared the agency’s
aim for NPAL and the Davao Pesticide
Analytical Laboratory to be top-notch
facilities for pesticide formulation and
residue analysis.
“Now, we are better equipped to face
new challenges such as implementing the
Food Safety Act and meeting standards
in screening agricultural commodities

including Japan’s positive list system,” she
added.
Meanwhile, BPI Plant Product Safety
Services Division OIC Maria Lourdes
de Mata presented the accomplishment
of the project as of June 30, 2015.
She shared that through the project,
necessary equipment, such as Liquid
Chromatograph and Gas Chromatograph
both with tandem mass spectrometer
and Gas Chromatograph with mass
spectrometer, were installed in the two
laboratories.
They also conducted trainings
to familiarize the staff on the use,
maintenance and troubleshooting of the
said equipment.
On the other hand, PCAF Executive
Director Ariel Cayanan emphasized that
the agency will continue to strengthen

A tour on the laboratory facility took place after the launching of the project. (Photo
courtesy of DA-BPI)

its participatory and collaborative
mechanisms to achieve a globally
competitive and sustainable agriculture
sector.
“We do hope that these laboratory
facilities will be able to create more
opportunities to support more Filipinos
in the years to come,” he stressed.
As mentioned by Embassy of Japan’s
First Secretary, Agriculture Kenji Terada,
Japan is one of the biggest importers of
Philippine agricultural produce, such as
mango and okra. He also underscored
the importance of producing safe food
for everyone.
With the installation of upgraded
equipment at the pesticide analytical
laboratories in Quezon City and Davao,
“we are assured that mango and okra
that are exported to Japan have passed
meticulous and stringent standard,” he
said.
He also hopes that through the
upgraded laboratory facilities, the
Philippines will be able to ensure
its compliance to international food
safety standards as it also exports its
agricultural goods to other countries
such as the ASEAN and US markets.
Representing BPI Assistant Director
Dante Fidel, BPI Crop Pest Management
Division OIC Wilma Cuaterno thanked
the Japanese government, through the
Japan International Cooperation Agency,
and PCAF for making the said project
possible.
“The assistance you gave us will
truly strengthen the foundation of our
institutional mechanisms ensuring that
the Philippines will be able to compete
better in the context of globalization of
agricultural trade,” she said.
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Cradling hands, nurturing heart
to establish a good partnership with the
Baras local government unit (LGU).
“I hope that the LGU will understand
that we are their partners towards
agricultural development,” she said.
She also envisions that someday,
more families will engage in farming:
“Our farmers are already old, I hope that
their children will continue their parents’
endeavors in tilling the land where they
were born.”

Baras MAFC Chairperson Oropesa shares how she was inspired to persevere in
reaching out to their remote town at the awarding ceremony for the 2015 Search for
Outstanding Rural Women. (Photo courtesy of Luzviminda Oropesa)

“It is an honor to be a woman. We
play a big role in shaping our nation,” said
Luzviminda Oropesa, Chairperson of the
Baras Municipal Agricultural and Fishery
Council (MAFC), as she encouraged
women to take part in nation-building.
An awardee of the prestigious
2015 Search for Outstanding Rural
Women of the DA, Chairperson
Oropesa endeavored to promote organic
agriculture through setting up a demo
farm with her own resources.
Her passion for agriculture started
when she was with Nicua-Leyte
Ironsand Corporation as corporate
social responsibility officer prior to her
retirement.
“I was tasked to manage soil
rehabilitation work of mined areas in
Leyte. I realized that there is more to
it than just soil rehabilitation work, so,
right after my retirement, I went back
to my hometown in Baras, Catanduanes
and started agricultural development
projects,” she recalled.
It was in 2011 that she decided to
develop her 3.3-hectare farm, “What
we eat should holistically nurture us.
However, majority of the foods available
in the market today are heavily mixed
with fertilizers and pesticides that could
harm us. So I decided to go organic and
grow my family’s own food.”
But it didn’t end with her family as
she also started sharing her knowledge in
organic farming within her community
because she believes that “through
organic agriculture, every farmer would
become sustainable.”
“My heart is always with the small
community of Baras. It is where I was
born, it is where I was raised and it is
where I would spend the rest of my life.
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It feels great that I wake up each morning
to simple living. Agriculture makes me
appreciate my Creator more,” she shared.
Her vision
Last July, the Outstanding Rural
Women awardee was elected as
chairperson of the MAFC of Baras,
Catanduanes.
Being new to the council, she aims

Her mission
“Everyone was born with a mission.
Mine is to help farmers improve the
quality of their lives,” Chairperson
Oropesa said.
She believes that changing one’s
mindset is the first step towards
development.
“What the farmers needed was
someone to guide them, thus I opened
my farm so they could learn from it and
I could learn from them. That’s how the
Happy Farmers Producers Integrated
and Livelihood Association, Inc., or
HAFPILAINC Farm, started. It aims to
empower responsible and sustainable
rural farmers” she emphasized.
“Women have the hands that rock
our country’s cradle and the heart that
nurtures with patience. It is our mission
to make life beautiful,” she underscored.
###

Chairperson Oropesa continues to welcome visiting farmers in her farm. (Photo
courtesy of Luzviminda Oropesa)
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Japan’s 2KR-assisted AKBay Program Phase II
renews hope in Guiuan
After almost two years since
typhoon Yolanda (Haiyan) struck, the
Government of Japan continues to reach
out to farming and fishing communities
in Eastern Visayas through the
Agrikultura: Kaagapay ng Bayang Pinoy
Program for Typhoon Yolanda-affected
Areas or AKBay Program Phase II.
On September 24, livelihood
assistance under the AKBay Program
Phase II was given to a total of 1,020
farming and fishing households in
Guiuan in a ceremonial handover held at
the town plaza.
Guiuan, a first class municipality in
Eastern Samar with more than 47,000
people, was where Yolanda first made
landfall, destroying over 10,000 homes
as well as the locals’ major sources of
livelihood: fishing and coconut farming.
Through the AKBay Program Phase
II, the Government of Japan aims to assist
Guiuananons restore their livelihood
after the calamity.
Implemented under the 2KR
Program, the AKBay Program Phase II
aims to contribute to the recovery efforts
of 8,500 displaced farming and fishing
households in Biliran, Eastern Samar,
Samar and Leyte. This is in collaboration
with the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), the DA and PCAF.
Each aid package, worth P15,000,
came in the form of farm inputs which
include vegetable seeds, fertilizers and
farm implements for farming families.
Fishing households, on the other hand,
were given different packages such as one
fiberglass boat (16 feet long x 16 inches
deep x 16 inches wide), one diesel cool air
12hp motorboat engine, and municipal
fishing paraphernalia, depending on their
needs.

A fisherman starts over
Francisco Ablay, 74, of Barangay
Camparang could not hide his excitement
over the fishing boat provided to him.
Mang Francisco has been fishing for
a living since he was in his teenage years.
Until in November 2013, Yolanda robbed
him of his lapu-lapu or grouper culture
business including some cash and two
fishing boats, forcing him to stop fishing
for some time.
“I had lost all hope then. I used to
earn up to P3,500 for my cultured lapulapu before Yolanda swept everything
away. But I am thankful that I survived,”
he recalled.
Mang Francisco has been living by
himself for a few years now after his wife
moved to Cavite to take care of their
grandchildren. He recalled how he, on
the day Yolanda struck, rushed to his

A total of 596 fishing households in Guiuan, Eastern Samar benefitted from the fishing
boats and engines provided under the AKBay Program Phase II, while 424 other
families were given farming inputs. (Photo courtesy of DA-RFO 8)

nearby relative to save himself from the
rising sea waters with nothing but the
clothes on his back.
Through the assistance of different
institutions, Mang Francisco’s life
gradually returned to normalcy.
However, because of the loss of his
fishing equipment, Mang Francisco could
only manage to earn P200 to P600 a week
from fishing these days.
According to Mang Francisco, the
fishing boat from the AKBay Program
Phase II will help him re-establish his
fishery enterprise.
Despite his deteriorating eyesight
caused by cataracts, Mang Francisco is
determined to get back in business
Overflowing gratitude
Guiuananons holding ‘thank you’
signage greeted the Japanese officials and
representatives from DA Regional Field
Office 8, PCAF and the local government
upon their arrival at the ceremony.
Among them was the group of Rose
Mylene Lumagbas, 28, from Barangay
Trinidad. A mother of four, Lumagbas
eagerly waited for the boat provided
through the AKBay Program Phase II.
“Fishing is our family’s only source of
income and it’s the only work we can do
since my husband and I were only able to
finish high school,” Lumagbas said.
She added that the aid package will
help them provide for the needs of their
children, “All we ever want is for them
to finish college and have a comfortable
life.”
Officials who graced the ceremony
were First Secretary, Agriculture of the

Embassy of Japan Kenji Terada, JICA
Representative Yuko Tanaka, DA resident
JICA Expert Takashi Fujimori, JICA
Philippines Poverty Reduction Section
Program Officer Sherilyn Aoyama, PCAF
Executive Director Ariel Cayanan, RAFC
8 Chairperson Edgardo Codilla, Guiuan
Councilor Cornelio Sison and other
Sangguiang Bayan officials, and Eastern
Samar PAFC Chairperson Inocencio
Morallos.
PCAF Exec. Dir. Cayanan lauded
the Guiuananons for their resiliency and
hoped that the support from the AKBay
Program Phase II will motivate them to
carry on the ‘bayanihan’ spirit.
Meanwhile, First Secretary,
Agriculture Terada encouraged the
beneficiaries in Guiuan to make optimum
use of the materials they received. He also
extended his sympathies to the Yolandahit locals, saying that the people of Japan
are no strangers to calamities either.
“We hope to empower the affected
communities for the restoration of
the basics of livelihood. I believe
our combined efforts will give the
beneficiaries renewed hope and
determination to overcome their
difficulties,” he said.
Prior to the ceremonial handover in
Guiuan, distribution activities for over
5,500 farming and fishing households
were held in various areas in Biliran,
Eastern Samar, Samar and Leyte starting
April this year.
The handover for the remaining
1,977 fishing households in the provinces
of Biliran and Leyte will be held in the
coming months.
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PCAF hosts 4th Halal inter-agency meeting

In support to the development and promotion of the Philippine Halal Industry, PCAF hosted the 4th Halal Inter-agency Meeting
spearheaded by the National Commission on Muslim Filipinos (NCMF) on September 2, 2015. Among the government bodies
represented at the meeting were the DA, Department of Trade and Industry, Department of Foreign Affairs, National Economic
Development Authority, Department of Science and Technology, and the Bureau of Customs, as well as other stakeholders from
some LGUs, the private sector and the academe. The NCMF, led by Commissioner Edilwasif Baddiri, reported on updates on the
commission’s plans and activities on Halal. The NCMF’s presentations included the stakeholders’ comments on the proposed
Philippine Halal logo, local ordinances on Halal, the draft Terms of Reference on the Promotion and Development of the Philippine
Halal Industry, and the draft proposal on the Procedures for Recognition of Foreign Halal Certification Bodies. Presentations were
also rendered on the Halal Hub by the Department of Tourism, the Zamboanga Special Economic Zone, and Halal Programs by
the Province of Palawan and by the City of Tanauan. The NCMF serves as the lead agency in Halal programs mandated under
Republic Act No. 9997 to “promote and develop the Philippine Halal Industry and accredit Halal certifying entities/bodies for the
utmost benefit of Muslim Filipinos and in partnership or cooperation with appropriate agencies, individuals and institutions here and
abroad.”

ASEAN ministers ...
from page 1

DA Secretary and 37th AMAF chairperson Proceso Alcala and other ASEAN
agriculture and forestry ministers mark their solidarity for the development of the
agriculture and forestry sectors. (Official Photo)

measures to establish enabling policy
environment for the Philippines to align
with ASEAN’s agricultural outlook,
such as the enactment of the Organic
Agriculture Act and Food Safety Act, and
the amendment of the Fisheries Code,
among others.
Meanwhile, the AMAF issued the
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Statement of the ASEAN Ministers
on Agriculture and Forestry on Food
Security and Nutrition, which identifies
key strategies at the national and regional
levels in effectively addressing the present
and emerging threats to food security
and to meet adequate nutrition for all
populations in the ASEAN region.
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The ministers likewise reiterated
the member states’ commitment to the
implementation of the ASEAN Integrated
Food Security Framework and Strategic
Plan of Action on ASEAN Food Security
2015-2020, and recommended specific
documents outlining standards and
guidelines on food quality and safety.
The ministers expressed as well their
support on the promotion of organic
agriculture in the region and agreed that
the activities under the Strategic Plan of
Action on Organic Agriculture should
continue to be implemented under the
existing mechanisms or working group.
Senator Cynthia Villar served as the
keynote speaker at the 37th AMAF.
She discussed the important role of
each of the ASEAN countries’ agriculture
and forestry sectors in achieving food
security, eliminating poverty and
attaining a sustainable and inclusive
economic, political and socio-cultural
development in the region and in the
world.
-With reports from Jan Dacumos
of DA-AFID and Sen. Villar’s Facebook
page

2015 Gawad Saka top 3 finalists picked

After a careful selection process, the 2015 Gawad Saka Search for Outstanding Agriculture and Fisheries Achievers now has its
top three finalists as presented to the National Executive Committee (NEC) last September 17, 2015 at the Fertilizer and Pesticide
Authority Convention Hall, Visayas Ave., Quezon City. The top three finalists for the national level of the Search were selected
for each of the 22 Gawad Saka categories following the field validation and evaluation conducted by the National Technical
Committees (NTCs) which were created for each category. Divided accordingly into three groups of crops, institutions and
research, and livestock and fisheries, the presentations were rendered by the NTCs during the breakout sessions. Each group was
respectively moderated by Philippine Fiber Industry Development Authority Dir. Clarito Barron, Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources Administrative Services Assistant Director Atty. Benjamin Tabios and Dir. Manuel Jarmin of PCAF. The final presentation
materials on the finalists will be submitted to the board of judges before their deliberation on October 5. PCAF Executive Director
Ariel Cayanan, who serves as this year’s Gawad Saka NEC Chairperson, urged NTC members to continually draw inspiration from
one another in ensuring the success of the Search this year and hoped that everyone’s efforts will help make Gawad Saka remain
a relevant undertaking in the ever-changing agri-socioeconomic landscape. He also thanked everyone for the support being given
to PCAF which serves as this year’s Gawad Saka National Secretariat.

DA, PCAF review results of AFMA Rapid Assessment

Officials from the DA and PCAF jointly reviewed the results of the rapid assessment of the Agriculture and Fisheries Modernization
Act of 1997 (AFMA) as presented by the Development Academy of the Philippines (DAP) last September 21, 2015. The
study, spearheaded by PCAF through DAP, was aimed at determining the status of activities under the AFMA to come up with
recommendations towards a more effective implementation of the said law and the realization of its objectives and desired
outcome. This is also in line with the mandated independent review of the law every five years. The assessment was made in
terms of budget support and investments at the national and local governments from 2009 to 2013 and of investments from private,
international programs, and other financing institutions from 2009 to 2013. The project focused on the plans and accomplishments
of five components of AFMA. DAP is expected to submit the final report on the rapid assessment by the end of September. The
DAP project team, led by Center for Quality and Competitiveness Vice President and Managing Director Arnel Abanto, presented
the said draft report to DA Undersecretary for Policy and Planning Segfredo Serrano, DA Chief of Staff and Undersecretary Dennis
Guerrero, PCAF Executive Director Ariel Cayanan, PCAF Deputy Executive Director Florabelle Uy-Yap and the unit heads in PCAF.
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NSC members join PCAF teams in project monitoring in Bicol

NSC members Dr. Ernesto Ordoñez, Aurora Regalado and Evangeline Palacio, together with a PCAF representative, conduct
interviews about a crablet nursery project located in Calabanga, Camarines Sur.

Driven by its commitment to foster
greater participation of the private
sector in agri-fishery development,
PCAF continues to make possible the
involvement of the members of the
National Sectoral Committees (NSCs)
in the monitoring of local agri-fishery
programs and projects.
In line with this, PCAF
representatives and NSC members jointly
conducted monitoring activities in the
Bicol region on August 24-30, 2015.
Held in cooperation with the AFCs,
the DA RFOs and local government
units, the monitoring activities covered
a total of 51 agricultural and fishery
programs and projects in Camarines
Norte, Camarines Sur, Albay and
Sorsogon, most of which are programs
and projects funded under the
Bottom-Up Budgeting program of the
government in 2014 and 2015.
In a report submitted to PCAF for

proper endorsement to the concerned
agencies, NSC representatives
tackled issues that affect the overall
implementation of agri-fishery initiatives
in the concerned sites and proposed
measures to address them.
Some of the issues are on the
dissemination of information, delineation
of roles and functions of concerned
parties, availability of funds, proper
documentation, site selection, market
access and compliance to standards,
among others.
The joint PCAF and NSC monitoring
teams also reported on their findings
on the funding, completion and
management of programs and projects
related to various agri-fishery industries
such as farm-to-market roads, flatbed
dryers, diversion dams, irrigation
facilities, small water impounding
projects, fishery facilities, trading centers,
food terminals, rice processing centers,

rain shelters, seed banks, farm machinery
and organic farming.
NSC representatives who took
part in the said undertaking are PCAF
Committee on Fisheries and Aquaculture
(CFA) Chairperson Arsenio Tanchuling,
PCAF-CFA members Evangeline Palacio
and Marita Rodriguez, PCAF Committee
on Food Staples (CFS) and Committee
on International Trade Chairperson
Raul Montemayor, CFS member
Aurora Regalado, PCAF Committee
on Livestock, Poultry and Feed Crops
Chairperson Rufina Salas, PCAF
Committee on Climate Change (CCC)
Vice Chairperson Hazel Tanchuling and
PCAF-CCC member Ernesto Ordoñez.
The NSCs are private sector-led
consultative bodies which provide venue
for government agencies, civil society
organizations and other groups to discuss
sector- or industry-specific issues and
concerns.
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